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ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, CLEVELAND 
~nnounument~ 
FOR 1912. 
Ma triwlation-Owing to the rush of new students immediately before the 
Fall Opening, parents are requested to enter their sons as soon as 
possible after August rs. Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m. 
Examination for Free Scholm·ships, open to all the parochial schools of 
Cleveland and vicinity, on Saturday, June 22, at 9 a. m. 
Examinations of Conditioucd Si1tdcnts, 9 o'clock a. m.: Tuesday, August 
27, Latin, Physics and Chemistry; Wednesday, August 28, Greek; 
Thursday, August 29, 1\lathematics, History, etc. 
E11tra11ce Examinations will be held on Saturday, August 31, at 9 a. 111. 
Fail Openi11g-Tuesday, September 3, 1912. 
A . M. D. G. 
~atalogue 
OF 
~t. 3Jgnattu~ (!College 
~lebdanb, <!&bio 
1912 = 1913 
CLEVELAND: 
C.ATHOLJO UNIVERSE PUB. CO., C.AXTON BLDG. 
~ 
~oarb of ~ru!itees 
REV. JOllX B. F R/\ Y. S.]., 
PRESIDE T. 
REV. L. KELU.NGER, S. ]., 
REV. FRAKCIS ]. HAGGE .EY, S.]., 
E RETARY. 
REV. ]OH:\ B. 1 EUSTICrf, S. ]., 
TREA URER. 
REV. l\1 TTHIAS PETERS, S.]. 
REV. FRAKCIS . BETTEX, S.]. 
REV. RICHARD D. SLEVI~. S.]. 
~eneral Jfnformation 
St. Ignatius College, conducted by the Fathers of the Society 
of J e us, was opened for the reception of day-scholars on the 
6th of September, r886. It was incorporated by the Secretary 
of State, December 29, 1890, with the power to confer such aca-
demic degrees and honors as are conferred by colleges and uni-
versities of the U nited States. 
The legal title of the college for the purpose of bequests 
and donations is 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE OF CLF.Vt:LAND, OHIO. 
Loyola High School, situated on the comer of Cedar Avenue 
and East ro6th Street, was established as a branch of St. Ignatius 
College in eptember, I907· The course of studies i the same 
as that followed in the High School (Academic) Department of 
St. Ignatius College. 
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:moral ilCraining 
In its moral training the College aims at building the con-
science of its students for the right fulfilment of their civil, social 
and religious duties. There is in istcncc on the cultivation of 
the Christian virtues which operate for this fulfilment; and, as 
the only solid ba i. of virtue and morality, thorough instruction 
in the principle of religion forms an essential part of the system. 
The Catholic students arc required to attend the classes in Chris-
tian Doctrine, to be pre ent at the Chapel exercises, to make an 
annual retreat and to approach the acraments at lea. t once a 
month. 
:mtscipiine 
Though the government of the Institution is mild rather than 
severe, yet, for the maintaining of ore! r ancl discipline, without 
which there can be no training nor development of character, the 
tud nts arc rcquir cl to be obedient, earnest in study, punctual, 
and refined of manner; any serious neglect in these es ential 
points renderinrr the offender liable to effective correction and 
even to dismi sal. 
For fault committed out ide the prcmi es, the officers of the 
College do not consider them elves rc ponsible, as students cease 
then to be under their jurisdiction; still, in ju tic to the reputa-
tion of the College, the authorities will hold students strictly 
accountable for offenses of this nature. 
~essions 
The Academic year consists of one session, beginning on 
the first Monday of September and ending on or about June 21, 
when the Annual Commencement, the Conferring of Degrees 
and the Distribution of Premium take place. The session is 
divided into two terms- the first ending on the first of February 
and the second on or about June 21. 
~xmninations 
A thorough examination in all clas es is made at the close 
of the year. There is a special mid-year examination for the 
Philo ophy Cia s in all the branches of the cia s, and the averages 
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made by the students arc publicly announced at the February 
Distribution. In all other classes of the College and Academy 
quarterly competitions are held. The final examination covers 
the work from January 1. 
({(ass ~tanbing 
The student's progress is indicated by the combined results 
of the competitions, mentioned above, and his class-work. 
"Class Worlz" is the record of the student's attendance and of 
his satisfactory work during the hours of class. It counts half, 
equally with the competitions, in hi standing. Markings are on 
the scale of roo. An average below 75 shows an unsatisfactory 
standing; an average below 67 is failure to pass. 
Parents and guardians should observe that absence and 
tardiness, even though excusable, affect the class-wprk and, 
consequently, the student's standing and his chances for pro-
motion. 
l\tports 
Weekly reports are given respecting the students' conduct, 
application and attention; parents are requested to sign these 
reports and to see that they are returned to the College. 
After each set of competitions, with the exception of that 
held in April, a report of the student's standing is sent to the 
parents or guardian. The Vice-President should be notified if 
the reports are not received in due time. 
ilromotions 
Promotions to a higher grade are regularly made at the 
beginning of the academic year; but they will be made at any 
time when the student's progress justifies them. Students who 
fail in two principal branches in the final examinations will not 
be promoted. 
;Degrees 
The successful completion of the College course entitles the 
student to the deg ree of Bachelor of Arts. 
The degree of Master of Arts can be obtained by devoting 
a further year to the study of Philosophy in the College, or two 
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years to profes ional studie , together with a written thesis on a 
subject assigned by the President of the College. 
Honorary degrees may be conferred at the discretion of the 
Board of Trustees upon those who have de erved weJI of the 
community in Literature, Science, or the Professions. 
~onors anh ~ri?tS 
Every quarter the combined competition and "class-work" 
record is publicly proclaimed, and honors are awarded to the 
leaders. 
The honors and prize awarded at the end of the year are 
determined by the r citations of the entire year and the competi-
tions. To the student making the highest average in the collec-
tive branches of his class a gold medal is awarded. Those whose 
average is 90 per cent and upward merit the distinction of fir t 
honors; and those whose averages are between 85 and 90, second 
honors. Besides these incentives to study, special mention is made 
in the catalogue of those who have obtain d leading places in 
the various branche of the cia se in the Academic Department. 
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~pecial l}ri?t5 
3JnttrtoUtgiatt Qenglisb ~ri?t 
A purse of $roo ($so for the first prize, $20 for the second, 
$IS for the third, $Io for the fourth, and $S for the fifth) is 
offered yearly by Mr. D. F. Bremner, of Chicago, for excellence 
in English essay writing. The purse is open to the competition 
of the Jesuit Colleges of the Missouri Province, which are: 
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
St. Ignatius College, Chicago, Ill. 
St. Mary's College, St. Marys, Kan. 
Creighton University, Omaha , eb. 
Detroit University, Detroit, Mich. 
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Sacred Heart College, Prairie du Chien, Wis. 
St. Ignatius College, Cleveland, Ohio. 
St. John's University, Toledo, Ohio. 
3JnttrtoUtgiatt l(atin ~ri?t 
For the best Latin essay from competitors of the same col-
leges, a gold medal is offered by Very Rev. A. J. Burrowes, S. J., 
Provincial. 
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~enrral ~egulations 
I. i\'l'Tr·:NDA CJ~.-A regular attendance i an important ele-
ment in cia s standino- and an essential condition for successful 
work, students must not be detained or withdrawn from classes 
except for very grave reasons. For ab ence, for tardiness, or for 
permission to withdraw before the clo " of the daily session, a 
note from the parent or guardian will invariably be required. 
Mere absence does not excuse a student from the obligation of 
preparing his ordinary recitations or reli eve him from any part 
of hi examinations. Frequent absence or tardin"s , except on 
account of ickness, is ufficient cause for dismissal. 
2. HoME STuov.- All the endeavors of the Faculty will fail 
to insure uccess for the students unlc s they apply them elves 
to their tudie with diligence and constancy outside of class 
hours. Approximately twenty-five hours each week are spent 
in class work; and to prepare the recitations and exercises for 
this work, as well as to review the matter previously seen, at 
lea t fifteen hours of home study each week, or from two to three 
hours daily, are required. Parents and guardians are, therefore, 
respectfully urged to insist on this application. 
ScHOOL HouRs.-Doors open every morning at 8 :oo o'clock, 
standard time. All students are expected to be present at 8:25 
o'clock, the time to go to Chapel for hearing Mass. 
Class hours are from 9 :oo A. M. to I I :45 A. M., and from 
12 :45 to 2 :55 P. M. To excuse late arrival, be it on account 
of great distance or for any other reason, special arrangements 
must be made with the Prefect of Discipline. 
HoLIDA vs.-Thursday is the weekly holiday. Other holidays 
are: All holy days of obligation, the national holidays, Christmas 
and Easter vacations. 
Boarders are not admitted. Respectable boarding-houses can 
be recommended by the College authorities to students not living 
in the city. 
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It is highly important that all the students be present on the 
day of reopening, as the regular class work begin at once. Not 
only do students suffer greatly by missing the introductory lessons 
of their respective classes, but in consequence thereof great incon-
venience is caused to the teachers. It is, therefore, expected that 
all students present themselves on the day of reopening. Late-
comers and those leaving before the close of the scholastic year, 
cannot co111pete for class honors. 
3· C0~1J\IU. JCATJO rs.-Due notice should be g iven to the 
President or to the Vice-President of a change of residence, or 
of the contemplated withdrawal of a student. 
/\s the in titution i. not endowed, it i · entirely dependent for 
its support on the fees paid for tuition. 
Entrance fee, $5. 
Tuition, per session of ten months for all classes, $6o. 
Students of Biology, Chemistry and Physics pay $ro per 
session for the use of the apparatus. 
Diploma for Graduates in the Clas ical Course, $5. 
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in ad-
vance. The account for tuition dates from the day of the stu-
dent's entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save in 
case of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is divided 
into quarters, beginning respectively about the rst of September, 
the 15th of November, the rst of February and the 15th of April. 
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(A schola t hip con ists of a donation of $1 ,250.) 
The Rev. E. W. J . Lindesmith Scholarships (two), founded 
by the Rev. E . W. J. Lindesmith. 
T he Rev. E . I. ()'Callaghan cholar hips (two), fou nded 
by the Rev. E . M. O'Callaghan . 
The St. loy ·ius cholarships ( six), founded by the late 
Rt. Rev. Mgr. Felix M. Boff. 
The J\lary l. exton Scholarship, founded by M rs. Mary L 
Sexton, Chicago, in memory of her parents, John F. and Cath-
erine Lyons. 
The Rev. Michael Zoeller, S. J., Golden Jubilee Scholarship, 
founded by St. Mary' Parish. 
The Elizabeth Schweitzer Scholarship, founded by Mrs. 
Elizabeth Schweitzer. 
The Philip H. Marquard Scholarship, founded by Mr. Philip 
H. Marquard, for a student studying for the priesthood. 
The Rev. Hippolyt Orlowski Scholarships (two), founded 
by the late Rev. Hippolyt Orlowski, of Berea, Ohio. 
One year cholarships for the year I9I2-I9I3 were 
donated by: 
Rev. Joseph F . Smith, Cleveland. 
Mr. F. V. Faulhaber, Cleveland. 
A. J. and J . A. Diebolt. 
Two scholar hips for the four years of the High School 
(Academic) course are offered by the President of the College 
to the two boys of the parochial schools of Cleveland and vicinity, 
who obtain the highest marks in a competitive examination on 
June 21. 
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ctompttitibt ~tbolariibips 
~onbitions of tbe ~ontest 
I. Two Scholarships will be awarded. 
Jl 
2. The Examinations will be held on Saturday, June 21, 
19I3, at 9 A. M., in St. Ignart:ius College, Carroll Avenue and 
West 30th Street. 
3· Each applicant must have been a pupil of a parochial 
school in the Diocese of Cleveland during the whole session of 
I9I2-19I3. 
4· o school will be awarded more than one scholarship. 
5· Any boy of the eighth grade will be eligible to take the 
examinations. Tqese scholarships mean free tuition during the 
four year of the High School course. Without a scholarship the 
tuition would cost $6o a year, or $240 for the four years. With 
the scholarships there will be no expense except the cost of the 
necessary books and stationery. One of these scholarships is, 
therefore, equal to a prize of $240 to a boy who is ambitious to 
acquire an education. 
~atttr of <fxamination 
ENGLISH. 1. Grammar-Pacts of speech; cases; tenses; 
voice, active and passive; classification of sentences; parsing; 
analysis of complex sentences. 2. Composition-A short letter 
or narrative to test the candidate's ability to write grammatical 
English. 
ARITHMETIC. Fractions, common and decimal; denominate 
numbers; measurements; percentage, including commission, 
stocks and bonds, simple and compound interest, discount; ratio 
and proportion; square and cube roots. 
HISTORY. Principal epochs and events of the history of the 
United States; some knowledge of the chief actors in these 
events; causes and results of great movements and wars. 
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GEOGRAPH Y. Divi sion of the world into continents; political 
division of the continent ; form of government of each country, 
its chief cities, its great rivers and products, etc. 
~cknob:llebgment.!S 
The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful 
appreciation of favors received during the y_ear. The fol!owing 
benefactors are worthy of special mention: 
Do ORS 011 ANNUAL ScnoLARSIIIPS: 
Rev. Joseph F. mith. 
Mr. F. V. Faulhaber. 
Miss Bertha Ca tillion (St. Louis): Alb of Mexican lace. 
Mr. Joseph A. chlitz : Census Reports. 
Mr. Fred F . Spitzig: Variou Government publications. 
Dr. Eugene 0. Houck: Desk. 
Rev. Ignatius Zeller (Elmont, N. Y.) . 
DONORS OF MEDALS. 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, CLEVELAND 
®fficer~ 
REV. JOH ?'\ B. FURA Y, S. ]., 
PHESIDENT. 
REV. L. KELLINGER, S.].. 
VICE-PRESIDENT, PREFECT OF STUDIES AND DISClPLINE. 
REV. JOHN B. , 1EUSTICIJ, S.].. 
TREASURER. 
REV. FRAl'\CJS S. RETTE r, S.].. 
LrnRARIAN. 
REV. MICHAEL ZOELLER, S.].. 
CHAPLAIN. 
jfacultp 
REV. JOHN B. FURA Y, S.].. 
EviDENCES OF RELIGION. 
REV. FRA CIS]. HAGGENEY, S.].. 
MENTAL AND MORAL PHJLOSOPllY, LITERATURE. 
REV. JAMES ]. DOYLE, S.].. 
SOPHOMORE CLASSICS, LITERATURE, FRENCH. 
REV. JOHN M. CUN~INGHAM, S.].. 
FRESHMAN CLASSICS, LITERATURE, ELOCUTION. 
MR. FRAKCIS J. GERST, S. }., 
PHYSICS A D MATHEMATICS. 
MR. BERNARD A. EU, S.].. 
CHEMISTRY. 
REV. FRANCIS S. BETTEN, S.].. 
HISTORY. 
REV. L. KELLINGER, S. ].. 
ELOCUTION. 
MR. JOSEPH F. KIEFER, S.].. 
FRENCH. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S.].. 
BIOLOGY, CuRATOR oF l\IusEUM, DIRECTOR OF ~fETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY. 
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~be '!College 
The College Course embraces instruction in the departments 
of Philosophy, Language, Literature, History, Science, and 
Mathematics. The aim of the course i to give the student a 
complete liberal education, which will train and develop all the 
powers of the mind, and will cultivate no one faculty to an 
exaggerated degree at the expense of the others. The college 
ideal is not to foster pecialization, but to cultivate the mind, to 
build up and streng.then true character, and to impart tha,t 
accuracy of thought and reasoning and that breadth of view 
which must ever be the foundation as well of more advanced 
scholarship as of eminence in the professions or other stations 
in life. 
To attain this end, the studies prescribed in thi course and 
leading up to the degree of Bachelor of Arts are regarded as 
fundamental and essential in a liberal education and therefore 
are not left to the student's option. It i especially to be noted 
that practically all the studies in the Freshman and Sophomore 
years are prescribed. Only in the Philo ophy Class do some of the 
studies become elective. 
l\tquirements for ~bmission 
r. All applicants for admission to St. Ignatius College must 
give satisfactory evidence of good moral character. 
2. Candidate who have satisfactorily completed the course 
prescribed by St. Ignatius Academy will be admitted without 
examination. 
3· Graduates from other Academies or High Schools will 
be admitted without examination, if they present evidence that 
they have completed the work required by the cour e of St. 
Ignatius Academy, a et forth in the Catalogue, page 32 et seq., 
or its equivalent. 
4· All other applicants for admission, who wish to enter as 
candidates for the B. A. degree, will be required to pass a satis-
factory ·examination in the following subjects: 
LATIN. Authors: Cc.esar's Gallic War, four books; Nepos' 
Lives (6) may be taken in place of two books of Cc.esar; Cicero's 
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orations against Catiline and for Archias; Cicero's De Senectute 
and Sallust's Catiline or Jug urthine War may be taken as sub-
sti tutes for three of the above orations. irgil, four book of 
the eneid or their equivalent from the Eclogues, Georgie. and 
Ovid's Metamorphose . 
Grammar and Co,mposition: The examination in grammar 
and composition will require a thorough knowledge of the entire 
Latin g rammar together with such facility in writing Latin pro e 
as is acquired by one who satisfactorily completes the course of 
exercises prescribed by St. Ignatius Academy. This course is 
based on Arnold's Latin Composition, for which see Catalogue 
of St. Ignatius cademy, page 32. 
GREEK. Authors: Xenophon's Anabasis, four books, or 
their equivalent; Homer's Iliad or Odyssey, one book. 
Gmmtnar and Com position: The examination in grammar 
will require a thoroug h knowledge of etymology, of the syntax 
of cases, the rules of concord and prepositions. The theme will 
be based on Xenophon and will test the candidate's ability to 
translate into Greek simple sentences with special reference to 
the use of the forms, particularly of th.__ irregular verb, and the 
common rules of syntax. 
ENGLISH. Texts prescribed for reading a?ld study: Two 
plays of Shakespeare, Burke's Conciliation with the Colonies or 
American Taxation; Irving 's Sketch Book; one essay of Macau-
lay; Scott's Lady of the Lake ; Goldsmith's Deserted Village; 
Tennyson's The Passing of Arthur; Lowell's Vision of Sir Laun-
fal ; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner. 
The applicant should make himself familiar with the char-
acter, the plot, incidents and characteristic diction of each work. 
Equivalents will be accepted. 
Rhetoric and Composition: The applicant will be examined 
on the principles of Rhetoric as set forth in Thorndike's Elements 
of Rhetoric, or in a work of equal standing. The composition 
will test the candidate.s ability to write clear, idiomatic English. 
The subject will be taken from his experience and observation, 
or from the books he presents for examination. The spelling and 
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punctuation mu st be correct, the sentences well constructed . The 
writer mu t show discrimination in the choice of words and 
ability to construct well ordered paragraphs. 
ifA'I'TTEMA'riCS. Algebra to Indeterminate Equations, m-
clucled. Plane and Solid Geometry . Plane Trigonometry. 
HISTORY. Oriental and Greek History; Roman Hi story to 
the Fifth Century A. D. History of the United States; Modern 
History. 
CIVICS. Macey's Lessons in Civi l Government. 
I L 
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qcollegt cttour~e 
jfrtsbman ~lass 
The object of this class is the cultivation in a special manner 
of literary taste and style, which is to be effected chiefly by the 
study of the best poets and prose writers. The Greek and Latin 
classics are studied for this purpose, together with such English 
writers as are noted for the highest qualities of literary substance 
and form : Special emphasis is laid on the study of poetry. More-
over, in thi s class, as in the others of the course, the literary work 
is supplemented by that training in Mathematics, Science and 
History which is required by a liberal education. 
For the prescribed studies, see schedule of studies, page 
18 et seq. 
~opbomort (l{:fa~s 
The work of thi s year centers on the study of Oratory and 
Hi storical composition. The nature and types of oratory, prin-
ciples of argumentation, the nature and requirements of historical 
writing, are thoroughly investigated,-the best models, ancient 
and modern, forming the subject matter of study. Thus, while 
perfecting literary taste, the class is intended to develop that 
grasp and perspective of structure without which composition on 
a larg~ scale is impossible. 
For the required studies, see page 18 ct seq. 
~bilosopbp ((lass-jflut 'a!:erm 
The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of 
correct reasoning and to impart sound principles of philosophy. 
Logic and Rational Philosophy, including such topics as being, 
causality, the nature of matter; the human soul, its nature, origin, 
operation, etc., are the chief subjects of study. The additional 
training received from the study of the history of Philosophy and 
various literary topics is by no means neglected. 
For the required studies, see page 18 et seq. 
~econb ~trm 
The study of Philosophy is continued this term in courses 
on the two important subjects of Natural Theology and Ethics. 
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These courses, treating of the existence of God, the ong111 of 
moral obligation, the natural law, duties and rights, ctc. , form 
the crowning work of a liberal education. Their aim is to teach 
sound principles of conduct, to give the students clear ideas on 
the purpose and destiny of man, and on the problems of life and 
their solution, as furni shed by ethical principles. 
For the required . tudies, see page I<) et seq. 
(.!Course of ~tubies 
The number of periods indicates the amount of time given 
to a ubject per we k. A period, unless otherwi e specified, ·tands 
for fifty minutes. 
JLatin 
FRESIDtA CLASS. (Five period of 6o minutes each.) 
Precepts: A thorough review of Latin pro ody and versi-
fication. 
Authors,-first term: Horace, Ars Poetica; Virgil, Aeneid, 
Bks. III, V and VI. 
Second term: Livy, Bks. XXI, XXII; Horace, Select Odes. 
Sight Reading: Selection from Chri stian Hymnology; 
Livy. 
Pmctice,-both terms: Bradley' Aid to Writing Latin 
Prose, Part I, an I election. from Part II to Exercise 6o. Two 
themes a week. A theme in imitation of the pro e authors studied 
about every fortnight. 
"11 emor:y: From the authors read in cla s. 
OPHO:'ItORE CLASS. (Five periods of 6o minute each.) 
A1tthors,-fir t term: Cicero, Pro Lege l\1anilia or Pro 
Milone; Horace, elect Odes and Epocles. 
Second term: Horace. Epodes, Epi ties and atircs; Tacitus, 
Agricola. 
Sight Reading: Selections from the authors assigned above; 
Tacitus, Germania or Annal ; Selections from the Latin Fathers. 
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's id , selections from Part 
II, from Exercise 50 to the end of the book. Two themes a week. 
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One composition every fortnight in imitation of the authors 
studied. Off-hand translation from Engli sh into Latin. 
Memory: Select passages from the authors read. 
PnrLOSOPIIY CLASS. (Three hours.) 
Authors,-flr st term: Cicero, Quces tiones Tusculance; Plau-
tus, Duo Captivi ; Hi story of Latin Literature, i\1ackail for refer-
ence. E s ays in Latin, Bradley's Aids. 
Second term: Cicero, Qu<esti ones Tusculan c:c, continued; 
Pliny, Letters ; J uvenal, Selection. ; Selections from the Latin 
Fathers. E ssays in Latin. 
~ttek 
FRESHMAN CLASS. (Five periods.) 
Prccepts,-first term: The syntax of the verb repeated; 
general rules of quantity in connection with the author; the Ho-
meric dialect, cf. Kcegi-Kieist, Nos. 209-2I5. A brief sketch of 
Greek Epic and Lyric poetry. Cf. Jebb's Class ical Greek Poetry. 
Second term: The precepts of the first term thoroughly 
repeated. 
Authors,-both terms: Plato, Apology or Crito; Homer, 
Iliad; Selections from Bks. II, III, IV and VI. Lyrics selected 
from the various Greek poets-Sappho, Simonides of Ceo , 
Pindar (Olympian XII or selections from a longer ode), Mel-
eager. Cf. Garvy's Anthology. 
Sight Reading-both terms : The -::\ew Testament or elec-
tions from the authors read in class. 
Practice,-both terms: A written theme once a week, based 
on the authors studied and illustrating the syntax of Attic Greek; 
or Kcegi-Kieist Exercise Book II, To . 52-66. 
Frequent written reviews in class. 
SOPIIOI\IORE CLASS. (Five period . ) 
Authors,-fir t term: Demo thenes' Philippic I or III. 
Analysis of first or third Philippic to be een in detail. 
Second term: Demosthenes on the Crown with detailed 
analysis; Sophocles, Antigone, Oedipus Tyrannus or Oedipus 
Coloneus. 
Sight Reading,-both term : The K ew Testament or St. 
Chrysostom, Eutropius, or St. Basil. 
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PracticeJ-both terms: Easy themes built on sentences tn 
the text, once a week. Frequent written reviews. 
PHILOSOPHY CLASS. (Three periods.) 
Authors,-both terms: Plato, Phredo- Analysis; Keep's 
Stories from Herodotus, Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound or Aga-
memnon. 
~nalisb 
FRESHMAN CLASS. (Five periods.) 
Precepts: Literary Aesthetics; Theory of the Beautiful, of 
the Sublime; Taste; Imagination; Theory of Literature. Poetics: 
Nature and kinds of poetry; elements of poetic substance and 
form; characteristics of Lyric and Epic Poetry. Fiction: Con-
structive principles of story-writing; elements of Fiction, viz., 
plot, character, situation, purpose; Realism and Romanticism in 
Fiction ; development of the English ovel. 
Text-book: Coppens' Introduction, with Professor's Notes. 
Texts for Study: ewman's Lecture on Literature and Es-
say on Aristotle's Poetics; Selections from Newman, Ruskin, De 
Quincey, Milton, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Keats, Tennyson, 
DeVere. 
History of English Literature and Criticism. Anglo-Saxon, 
Semi-Saxon, Old English and Middle English Periods; The 
Elizabethan Age; The Transition Period; The Classical Age. 
Text-book: Jenkins' Handbook of English Literature. 
Practice: One composition a week on subjects chiefly lit-
erary. 
SOPHO;>.IORE CLASS. (Five periods.) 
Precepts: Oratory ; Nature and types of oratory; division 
of the oration; style in public speaking; methods of oratorical 
composition; principles of argumentation. 
Text-book: Coppens' Art of Oratorical Composition. 
History: Principles of historical composition; ethical re-
quirements of history; representative English and American his-
torians. 
Texts for Study: Burke's speech on American Taxation and 
Address to the Electors of Bristol ; 'N ebster's Reply to Hayne 
and speech in the Knapp Trial, Commemorative Address on 
Adams and Jefferson; Newman's Second Spring. 
.. 
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History of English Literature and Criticism : The Romantic 
School of the Nineteenth Century; American Literature. 
Text-book: Jenkins' Handbook of English Literature. 
Practice: One composition a week. Analysis and criticism 
of speeches. 
PmLOSOPJIY CLASS,-first term. (Four periods.) 
Precepts: The Drama: Laws and Technique; Theory of 
the Tragic; of the Comic. 
Te:rts for Study: Shakespeare's Plays; Interpretation, criti-
cal and comparative study. 
Practice: One composition a week or every fortnight. Es-
says, critical and philosophical. 
PmLOSOPIIY CLASS,-second term. (Four periods.) 
Precepts: Theory of expository writing; the critical and 
philosophical essay; stylistic and structural requirements; his-
torical development of the English essay. 
Te:rts for Study: Essays of Macaulay, Newman, Brownson, 
Archbishop Spalding, etc. Analysis and comparative study of 
essays, with the emphasis laid on substance and structural organi-
zation. 
Practice: One composition a week or every fortnight. Sub-
jects chiefly critical and philosophical. 
J~tati)ematics 
Text-books: Wentworth's Complete Algebra and Analytical 
Geometry; Murray's Calculus. 
FRESHMAN CLASS. (Three periods.) 
First term: Algebra, c. 22, Choice, etc., to end of book. 
Second term: Analytical Geometry, four chapters to Para-
bola excl.; supplementary propositions. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS. (Three periods.) 
First term: Analytical Geometry, Parabola to end of book. 
Second term: Calculus. 
PHILOSOPHY CLASS. (Two periods.) 
Both terms: Calculus continued and finished. 
~stronomp 
PHILOSOPHY CLASS. (Two periods.) 
Both terms: Young's General Astronomy. 
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~istorp 
J. RESIDIAN CLASS. (Three periods.) 
Both terms: Gugg.:nberger's History of the Chri tian Era, 
Vol. II. 
SoPnmJORr·: CL,\SS. ( Three periods.) 
Both term : Guggenberger's Hi tory of the Christian Era, 
Vol. III. 
PuiLO. OPIIY CLASS. (One period. 
Both terms: Turner's Hi story of Philosophy. 
<l!:btmistrp 
PHILOSOPHY LA ·s. Analytical Chemi try. (Three periods.) 
SoPIT01I!ORr~ CLASS. (Five periods.) 
Both terms : lexancler Smith'. General Chemistry for Col-
leges. 
~bpsics 
FRE 'IL\!A CLASS. (Five periods.) 
Both t ~ rm : 1\lillikan and Gale, First Cour e in Physics, or 
Carhart and Chute. 
PIIILOSOPIIY CL,\ , . (Four p riods.) 
Both term : Millikan' · Short Univer ity Course in Physics . 
.t}bilosop{Jp 
PHILOSOPHY CLAS ,-fir t term. (Thirteen periods.) 
Dialectic ; Applied Logic; General Metaphysics; Cosmol-
ogy; P ychology. 
econd term: (Thirteen periods.) 
Nat ural Theology and Ethics. 
Text-books and References: Philosophy: Russo, Stony-
bur t Serie , Hill, Poland, Coppens; Ethics; J ouin, Russo, Hill, 
Coppen , Poland, Cathrein. 
'lfbibencts of l\digion 
FRESH :\JAN CLASS. ( Two periods.) 
The Church as a 1ean of Salvation; The Last Things ; The 
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Christian's Duties Toward God, etc., Wilmers, pp. 379 to 493, 
the part from p. 399 to p. 422 excl. being omitted. 
SOPJIO~IOHG CLASS. (Two periods.) 
Grace; The Sacraments, etc., \Vilmers, pp. 279 to 379· 
P111LOSOPJJY CLASS. (Two periods.) 
The Creation of the World; the Various Grades of Creation, 
tc., Wilmers, pp. 200 to 279; Christianity a Revealed Religion, 
etc., pp. I to 77· 
The basis of Morality; Law as the Objective orm of Hu-
man Actions, etc., Wilmers, pp. 399 to 421; The Constitution of 
the Church, etc., Wilmers, pp. 77 to 200. 
~ublic 8$>ptahing 
One period a week in all classes except Philosophy Class. 
1\tquittb 8S>tubitss 
In the first two years of the college course, all the studies 
mentioned in the schedule, page 18 ct seq., are prescribed, except 
1 athematics (Analytical Geometry and Calculus). 
In the last year the prescribed studies are: English, Logic, 
Metaphysics, Psychology, Evidences of Christianity, Theodicy 
and Ethics. 
cfltctibts 
These are to be taken from the following list, with the 
approval of the Dean of the College: 
Mathematics ( Analyt. Geometry). 
Mathematics (Calculus). 
A stronomy. 
Political Economy. 
History of Philosophy. 
Greek (Philosophy Year only). 
German, French. 
Latin (Philosophy Year Only) . 
Pedagogy. 
Geology. 
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Chemistry (analytical) . 
Chemistry (organic). 
P hysics. 
P ubl ic Speaking. 
Descriptive Geom try and fechanical Drawing, etc, etc. 
~eneral j!liologp 
r . Cytology. 2. H i to logy. 3· Anatomy and P hysiology of 
the Animal. 4· P ractical Microscopy. Use o f microscope ; Hard-
ening; Staining; 1ounting . 
.t}eriobs-or <.tlass j!Jours in QCoUege Jlepartment 
--- - -- - - --
FreJ!rman Sop/romore PbiloJoPbJ• PbiloJophy 
FirJ/ Term Seco11d Term 
Latin ... . .. . . . . . . . .. 5 s 3 -
Greek . . . . . ... . . ... ... 5 5 3 -
English .. . ...... . . ... s 5 2 2 
Mathematics . .. . .... . . 3 3 2 2 
Elocution . . ... . . . . . . . 1 1 - -
Evidences of R eligion . 2 (_%'-hr. per) 2 (~-hr. pe r) 2 ( ~-hr. per) 2 0~-hr. pe r) 
Hiatory . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 3 3 1 1 
Philosophy ..... . ... .. - - 13 13 
Science .. . .. . . . ... . . . 5 Physics 5 Chemistry 3 An. Chern. 3 An. Che rn. 
3 Bioi. 3 Bioi. 
2 Astron. 2 Geol. 
Sr. Jc;NATJliS Cou.J·:r;F. Cr.r:vFJ.ANo 
(!Catalogue of ~tuhent~ 
ll rug, J oscph A. P. 
Dcmp~cy, Raymond A. 
De. son, Raymond A. 
F ilak, J ohn A. 
i'1cKcon, nernard J. 
Slaby, 
(((oUege) 
).fazanec, Oldric A. 
).lurphy, ~1aurice M. 
O'Brien, Harry M. 
Preusser, Paul J. 
Sihila, Alvin 0. 
Wenceslas A. 
~opbomort <mass 
~,fanning, Robert E. 
).fcehan, John J. 
25 
nrandcnstcin, Joseph c. 
Brennan, Frank P. 
Brigham, Thomas E. 
Donze, Albert M. 
Frey, John H . 
Hallisy, James E. 
1-Ieffernan, Joseph P . 
Hogan, Thomas F. 
Hynes, Michael J. 
McDonough, Charles W. 
McGlynn, F rancis J . 
?vlielcarek, Dominic / 
i-Iueller, William C. 
i-1ura ki, Thomas B. 
Perrier, Clarence J . 
Polk, John S. 
Roshetko, Andrew J. 
Smith, Paul C. 
Stevenson, M. Leo 
Bishop, Albert J. 
Bodnar, J oseph A. 
Brady, Joseph G. 
Burke, George D. 
Cozzens, F rancis J . 
Daly, W alter E. 
Doran, Frank J. 
Duffy, J ames J . 
Dunigan, Xavier 
Gaffney, T homas I. 
Gafney, George T . 
Gallagher, Alfred J . 
Gallagher, Farrell T. 
Gallagher, John F . 
\Valsh, Victor J. ' 
.:frtsbmnn ({lass 
Gallagher, Owen L. 
Kmiecik, Peter 
Laughlin, J ames J. 
Marchant, T haddaeus T. 
Maurer, J ohn L. 
11urphyJ Gerald 
Newton, William L. J. 
~ovotny, Edward J. 
Ring, Robert Lee 
Schraff, Raymond J . 
Schwartz, Edward F . 
Scully, P hi lip A. 
Szabo, J ohn E. 
T rivi on, J oseph )\. 
Ziska, J ohn J. 
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tlrwentp=~ebentf) §nnual (!ommencement 
OF 
~t. 1fgnattug cteoUege 
]'une 20, 1913 
The Degree of ·Master of Arts was conferred upon 
LOUIS ~I. PETR 11. 
The Degr e of Bachelor of Arts wa conferred upon 
Joseph A. P. Brug 
Raymond A. Dempsey 
Raymond A. De. on 
John A. Filak 
Bernard ]. :.\1cKeon 
\Vencc Ia . . 
Oldric A. l\Iazancc 
..\Iaurice M. Murphy 
1 larry M. O'Brien 
Paul ]. Preusser 
Alvin 0. Sibila 
Slaby 
The Highe t Honors of the Graduating Class were merited by 
WE, 'CESLAS A. SLABY. 
Donor of Medal: Very Rev. John P. Michaelis. 
111111 
I 
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~nnual 3JnterroUegiate QEngli~b ~onte~t 
~artb 12, 1913 
The students of the Philosophy, Sophomore and Freshman Classes 
of the ten Jesuit Colleges of the 11issouri Province (page 7) took part 
in this contest. 
Subj ect: "The Catholic Church and International Peace." 
Third Place: Joseph A. Bodnar, '15, St. Ignatius College, Cleveland. 
Sixth Place: Raymond A. Dempsey, 'r3, St. Ignatius College, Cleveland. 
Ninth Place : Robert E. }.fanning, '14, St. Ignatius College, Cleveland. 
-
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~nnual 3JntercoUeg-iute Jlatin «:ontest 
~pril 1, 1913 
The tudcnts of the Sophomore and Freshman Classes of the ten 
Jesuit College of the Mis ouri Province (page 7) took part in th is contest. 
ubject: '·Boadicea Attack the Romans.''-Merivale. 
The Prize, a Gold l\Jedal. presented by V cry Rev. A. J. Bur rowe , S. ]., 
Provincial of the l\Ti souri Province, was n1erited by 
JO EPl[ A. BODNAR, '15, 
St. Ignatius College, Cleveland 
Seventh Place: Robert E. l\fanning, '14, t. Ignatius College, Cleveland. 
Eighth Place: Jamc J. Laughlin, '15, St. Ignatius ollcgc, Cleveland. 
,t}ublic 19ebate 
The Gold Medal was merited by 
MAURICE !If. l\1URPIIY, 'rJ. 
Donor of Medal: Re\·. \!icholas Pfeil. 
Q&ratorp 
The Gold Medal was merited by 
JOH\1 F. G LLAGHER, 'rs. 
Donor of Medal: i\1 r. Loui I. Litzler. 
l!}i~torical (f~~ap 
Subject: "Con tantinc the Great." 
The Gold Meda l wa merited by 
OWEN L. GALLAGHER, 'rs. 
Donor of Medal: Rev. Francis A. Malloy. 
(flocution 
The Gold Medal was merited by 
FRA TCJS ]. McGLYN , 'r4. 
Donor o f Medal: Rev. Francis T. Moran, D. D. 
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H onors and class standings a rc determined by the daily recitations and 
the quarte rly competitions o f the year. The standard for First Honors is 
go per cent, and f or Second 1 l onors, 85 per cent. 
~opbomore C!lass 
~be ~olb ~ebal 
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class 
was merited by 
~JCliAEL J. HYNES, 95.r. 
Donor o f Medal: Rev. Joseph F. Smith. 
jfirst ;!;onors 
Frank C. Brennan, 94· 1. Robert E. :r-Ianning, 93.5. 
J ohn J . Meehan, 92 
~econb ;!;onors 
James E . Hallisy, 88 Francis J . }.fcGlynn, 86 
~be ~olb ~ebal 
For the Highest .A. verage in the Collective Branches of the Class 
was merited by 
JOSEPH A BOn:t-.:AR, 97· 
Donor of 1Icdal : Miss M. A. Spitzig. 
James J. Laughlin, g6 
Owen L. Gallagher, 94 
Will iam L. J. J\" ewton, 91 
John F. Gallagher, 8g 
Gerald Mur phy, 88 
jfirst ;!;onors 
Farrell T. Gallagher, 91 
James J. Duffy, 91 
Albert J. Bishop, 90 
~econb ;!;onors 
Robert L. Ring, 87 
Joseph ~. Trivi on, 87 
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Qlcabemtc (1!}igq ~cbool) J.lepartment 
*Weers anh jfacultp 
REV. ]Olii\1' B. FURA Y, S.]., 
PRESIDENT. 
REV. L. KELLl :-1 GER, . ]., 
Pnvn:cr OF Sn; nn:s ANn DISCIPLINE. 
REV. }OIL\" B. 1\EUSTTCll, S.]., 
THEASUilER. 
REV. WILLii\:\1 F. TTE:\DRIX, S.]., 
FIRST i\CADE~I!C (FOURTH YEAR). 
REV. II1\RLE F. WOLKTl'\G, . ]., 
REV. i\ GUSTL\'E ]. RUFFJ:\'G, S.]., 
Sr::CONO ACADEMIC (TIIIRIJ YEAR). 
MR. WILLIAM]. FTXA:-\, . ]. 
MR. TEPI lEi\ 0 DOBA, S.]., 
TmRo Aooouc (SECOND YEAR). 
:\.IR. TIIO:.IA ]. MOORE, . ]., 
MR. ]0 EPH P. KIEFER, S. ]., 
MR. ]OHX i\. BEREX , S.]., 
FouRTH Ac,nr::Mtc (FtRST YEAR). 
REV. FRAXCI . BETTE:-\, S.]., 
HtsToRv, Gr::R~r.\1\ AND CHRISTIAN Do TRINE. 
REV. CLDIE!\T F. :\IARTIN, . ]., 
HISTORY AND CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODEXBACH, S.]., 
ELD!ENTARY SCIENCE. 
MR. BER. 'ARD A. XEU, S.]., 
MR. FRAJ\CI ]. GERST, S.]., 
;\fATHDL\TICS. 
REV. AUGUSTI:\E ]. RUFFIXG, S.]., 
l\IR. STEPHEX OSDOBA, S.]., 
Gr::RMAX. 
T 
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~cabemp or ~igb ~cbool 
<19entral ~tatement 
The instruction g iven at St. Ignatius Academy, besides being 
a preparation for college, aims at imparting an education such as 
is usually given in the best High Schools and Academies. It 
comprises four classes, corresponding to the four years' classical 
course of approved High Schools. 
As it is one of the main ends of education to develop in the 
youthful mind the habit of clear and accurate thinking, much 
attention is given, the first year or two, to the analysis and syn-
thesis of sentences, and in general, to the study of grammatical 
rules and principles. This is all the more insisted upon because 
a thorough knowledge of Etymology and Syntax is the only 
sound basis for the more advanced work of reading and literary 
interpretation. For the same rea ons, authors are studied with 
much care and minuteness, with a view to thoroughness rather 
than to extensive reading in the Latin and Greek authors. A little 
well thought out is more effective toward true education than a 
g reat deal that i ill-digested and imperfectly understood. 
Much more stress is laid on the subject of Latin composition 
than is usual in High Schools, for the reason that the value of 
the study of Latin, as an educational instrument, rests in no small 
measure on the work of composition. The reading of Latin, as 
it is usually practiced, requires comparatively little mental effort; 
but translation from English into Latin forces thought and reflec-
tion. There is scarcely an intellectual proce s which the young 
student has to go through that requires more reflection and alert-
ness of mind, a more concentrated attention and a clearer insight 
into the precise meaning of language than the task of "repro-
ducing in an ancient tongue the thoughts and sentences of modern 
speech." If Latin deserves to be retained as an instrument of 
training, Latin composition deserves to be studied well. 
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In Mathematics and other studies, the programme here set 
down follow the usual division of subj ects in approved High 
School cour es. The cour e in English is particularly thorough 
and complete. Gradual and harmonious development on a sys-
tematic basis has ever been the aim in the selection and gradation 
of all these studies. 
l\equirement~ for ~bmi~sion 
I. All applicant. for admi ssion mu. l g ive satisfactory VI-
dence of good moral character. 
2. Candidates for admission to the firs t year of St. Ignatius 
Academy or High School must pas a satisfactory examination 
in the following subj ects, unle s th y present a certificate of hav-
ing successfully completed the eighth grade in either parochial 
or public school : 
ENGLISH. I. Grammar.- Parts of peech ; ca es; ten es; 
voice, active and pas ive ; classification of sentences; parsing; 
analysis of complex sentences. 
2. Composition.-A short letter or narrative to te t the can-
didate's ability to write grammatical English. 
ARITHMETIC. Fractions, common and decimal; denominate 
numbers ; measurements ; percentage, including commissions, 
stocks and bonds, simple and compound interest, discount; ratio 
and proportion ; square and cube roots. 
HISTORY. Principal epochs and events of the history of the 
United States; some knowledge of the chief actors in these 
events; causes and results of g reat movements and wars. 
GEOGRAPHY. Division of the world into continents; political 
division of the continents ; form of government of each country, 
its chief cities, its great rivers and products, etc. 
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UCbt ~hJb ~cbool Qtourst 
..:1first !lear 
In this class the study of Latin is begun, the object of the 
class being to familiarize the student with Latin Etymology. 
Accurate memory work and daily drill, both oral and written 
' are employed to secure familiarity with the Latin forms. Habits 
of close observation, of persevering study and of logical method 
are inculcated. Thus the student become conscious of the prog-
ress made and acquires confidence in himself. A review of 
English grammar runs parallel with the study of Latin. This 
affords an opportunity for illustration and comparison and ren-
ders the special English work of the year intelligible and inter-
esting. Efforts are made to develop imagination and the literary 
sense by the methodic study and imitation of selections from 
Irving. A booklet has been specially prepared for this purpose. 
For the prescribed studies of this year see schedule of studies, 
page 35 et seq. 
gs,eronb ~tar 
During the second year the case constructions of Latin are 
studied by precepts and practice. Skill in parsing, readiness in 
the analysis and construction of sentences, are aimed at, together 
with facility of expression in translation and in the simpler forms 
of composition. In English, diligent comparison with Latin con-
structions leads to intelligent discussion of English Syntax, and 
of the more lengthy and complex English sentences, periodic and 
otherwise. Hence, particular attention is given to the study and 
acquisition of the rhetorical qualities of sentences- unity, co-
herence, etc. Greek is begun. For the prescribed studies, see 
page 35 et seq. 
~birb ~ear 
The object of this class is to pursue the work begun in the 
preceding years and to complete the study of grammar, at least 
in outline. Daily drill and frequent written exercises in Latin 
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and Greek familiarize the pupil with the forms, structure and 
idioms of these languages. In English, on the other hand, the 
aim is to cultivate a sen c of li crimination in the choice of 
words, purity of phrase and idiom, vividness of expression, grasp 
of structure in the more lengthy themes of a narrative and de-
scriptive character. For the prescribed studies of the year, see 
schedule of studies. 
jfourtb ~tar 
'I'he fourth year is devoted to a formal and systematic revi ew 
of the entire field of grammar. Comparative g rammar is made 
a special feature; the study of Latin and that of Greek go hand 
in hand ; idiom is balanced again t idiom; construction compared 
or contrasted with construction. It is only by thu repeating and 
dwelling on yntactical principle , by comparing and contrasting 
them, that the student will become familiar with the highly com-
plex structure of the clas ic languages and begin to feel some-
thing of their real geniu . In the matter of translation from 
Latin and Greek into the vernacular, what is called " literal trans-
lation," that is, the rendering of Latin into uncouth and awkward 
English , is not tolerated. 
In English, the student i further. trained in the various 
species of prose composition, narration, etc., dialogue and letter 
writing. Considerable attention is given this year to the theory 
and practice of verse writing, both as an accomplishment in itself 
and as an aid to the acquisition of an easy, graceful style in prose. 
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~cbebule of ~tubte!) 
All the studies are prescribed unless otherwise indicated. 
The number of periods indicates the amount of time given 
to a study per week. A period, unlcs otherwi se specified, tands 
for 50 minutes. 
~bristian :iDoctrine 
Two one-half hour periods weekly. 
FmsT YEAR. Faith-its object, necessity and qualities. The 
Apostles' Creed. Text-book: Deharbe's Large Catechism. 
SECOND YEAR. The Commandments of God, Precepts of 
the Church, Sin and Virtue. Text-book, as in first year. 
Tnmo YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of the Catholic 
Religion, Treatise IV, from Grace to end of book. 
FouR'l'H YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of the Catholic 
Religion, Treatise I, The Christian Revelation, to Treatise IV, 
p. I to p. 191. 
JLatin 
FIRST YEAR. (Ten periods of 6o minutes each.) 
Precepts,-first and second terms: Etymology; rules of 
concord of noun, adjective, relative and verb. Bennett's Founda-
tions of Latin; English-Latin Exercises (Bennett). 
Practice: Short exercises and daily oral drill. The exer-
cises are arranged by the instructor. 
}If emory: Pupils are required to learn by heart about ten 
vocables a day. These vocables are used in the daily oral and 
written exercises. 
SECOND YEAR. (Five periods of 6o minutes each.) 
Precepts: First year matter reviewed, including exceptions; 
irregular, defective and impersonal verbs; adverb and prepo-
sitions. 
Chief rules for cases. Also the grammatical notes in Arnold 
to No. 177. Bennett's Grammar. 
Author,-fi.rst term: Bennett's Foundations; Reading Les-
sons. 
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Second term: Ca!sar, Bk. I or Bk. II. 
Sight Reading, both terms: Parts of authors not seen thor-
oughly. 
Practice: Arnold's Latin Prose Composition revised by 
Bradley. 
Both terms: From the beginning of the book to o. 177; 
also supplementary exerci es, To. 541. 
M emory,-both terms: Important verbs with their principal 
parts a given in Bennett, No. 120, etc., eight or ten a day. 
THIRD YEAR. (Five period of 6o minutes each.) 
Precepts,-first term: Review of the syntax of nouns; yn-
tax of adjectives and pronouns. 
Second term: Syntax of verbs. 
Authors,-first term: Ca!sar, de Bello Gallico. 
Second term : Ca!sar and some of Cicero's Letters. Or 
Cicero de Senectute. 
Sight Reading: Parts of authors not read thoroughly. 
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's Arnold. 
FouRTH YEAR. (Five periods of 6o minutes each.) 
Precepts,-first term: Review of syntax of nouns, adjec-
tives, pronouns and verbs, to the moods; Bradley's Arnold; Ben-
nett. 
Second term: Review of the rest of syntax; word-order, 
sentence structure, style; Julian Calendar; Prosody; Alvarez. 
Authors,-first term: Cicero, In Catilinam, I, III, Pro 
Archia; Ovid's Metamorphose~. 
Second term: Virgil' Eclogues; Aeneid, Bks. I, II; Latin 
Hymns. 
Sight Reading: _ Selections from Virgil's &logues and 
Georgics or Aeneid. 
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's Arnold, from No. 382 to 
end of book. Review of the more difficult exercises. Transla-
tion of connected discourse. 
Memory: A few lines from the author daily. 
~ruk 
FIRST YEAR. Toward the end of the second term a few 
hours are devoted to the study of Greek, so as to familiarize the 
pupil with the alphabet and the pronunciation. 
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SECOND YEA R. (Five periods.) 
Precep ts,-both terms: Declension of nouns, regular and 
irregular; ad jectives; the regular verb; mute and liquid verbs. 
Kregi-Kleist's Grammar os. I to 8o. 
Practice: Two themes a week; frequent written class exer-
cises ; a written review once a week. 
Memory: Six to eight words daily. 
TnmD YE1\R. (Five periods.) 
Precepts,-first term: The regular verb repeated; contract 
verbs, etc. Kregi-Kleist Nos. 8o to 98. 
Second term: Irregular ve rbs, etc., os. 98 to I I2, incl.; 
syntax to cases, ros. I 14 to r3r. 
Author,-first term: 'White's First Greek Book or Xen-
ophon, Anabasis. 
Second term: Xenophon, Anabasis, Bks. I and II. 
Practice,-both terms : A theme twice a week. Frequent 
written class exercises. 
Memory: Word-list from the Grammar and the author. 
FouRTH YEAR. (Five periods.) 
Precepts,-first term: Syntax of cases; prepo ition · tenses, 
moods, Nos. I3I to I76. 
Second term: Moods, clauses, etc.; os. 176 to 2o8. 
Author,-first term : Xenophon, Anabasis, Bks. III and IV. 
Second term: Homer, Iliad, B. I. 
Sight Reading: Xenophon's Anabasis or Cyropcedia. 
Practice,-both terms: Two themes a week, built on the 
words and sentences of Xenophon, and illustrating the rules of 
syntax. 
Memory: Select passages from the author. 
~nglisb 
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.) 
Precepts and Practice: Analysis and sentence-building, 
punctuation, etc.; occasional practice in letter writing. 
Text-book: McNichols' Fundamental English and Ryan's 
Studies in Irving. 
Texts for Study: Irving, The Sketch Book; Hawthorne, 
Tanglewood Tales; Dickens, Christmas Carols; Goldsmith, De-
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serted Village; Longfellow, Evangeline; Whittier, Snowbound; 
Scott, Lady of the Lake. 
M e'mory: From the authors read in class. 
SEco ·o YEAR. (Five periods.) 
Precepts and Practice: The period; development and imita-
tion of periods; the paragraph; constructive principles of the 
paragraph; analysi s and imitation of paragraphs. 
Text-books: Donnelly's Imitation and Analysis, and Ryan's 
Studies in Irving as a companion book for work in composition. 
Text for Study: Hawthorne The Great Stone Face, The 
Snow Image; Poe, The Gold Bug, The Purloined Letter; Wise-
man, Fabiola; Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome; Longfellow, 
Tales of a Wayside Inn; Bryant, Selections; Arnold, Sohrab 
and Rustum. 
Memory: From the authors read in class. 
Tnmo YEAR. (Five periods.) 
Precepts and Practice: Thorndike, Elements of Rhetoric 
and Composition; Sentences, Words, Good use, or Brooks' Eng-
lish Composition, Bk. II. 
Texts for Study: Lamb, Select E say of Elia, De Quincey, 
Flight of a Tartar Tribe; ewman, Callista; Lafcadio Hearn, 
Chita; Tennyson, The Holy Grail, The Passing of Arthur; 
De Vere, Domville's Selections (Burns and Oates); Drake, Cul-
prit Fay; Lowell, Vi ion of Sir Launfal. 
Memory: From the authors read in class. 
FouRTH YEAR. (Five periods.) 
Precepts and Practice: The four species of prose composi-
tion; versification; essays. 
Text-book: Thorndike's Elements of Rhetoric and Com-
position. 
Texts for Stud)•: Macaulay, Select Essays; Newman, Prose 
Selections; Addison, Selections from the Spectator; Burke, Con-
ciliation with the Colonie ; \Vordsworth, Selection; Moore's 
Melodies; Shake peare, Merchant of Venice or Macbeth. 
M ernory: From the authors read in class. 
~at btmatics 
Text-books: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, Plane and 
Solid" Geometry, Trigonometry and Surveying. 
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FIRsT YEAR. (Five periods.) 
First term: Algcbra,-from the beginning to Common Fac-
tors and Multiples, cc. I to 7 excl. 
Second term : Algebra,-Common Factors to Simultaneous 
Equations of the fi rst degree, excl., cc. 7-I I. AJso Loci of Equa-
tions, c. 32. 
SECOND YEAR. (Four periods.) 
First term: Algebra,-Simultaneous Equations to Indeter-
minate Equations, cc. I 1-16 excl. 
Second term: Algebra,-Indeterminate Equations to Choice, 
etc., excl. 
TmRD YEAR. (Four periods.) 
First term: Geometry, Bks. I, II. 
Second term: Geometry, Bks. III, IV, V. 
FouRTH YEAR. (Four periods.) 
First term: Geometry, Bks. VI, VII, VIII. 
Second term: Plane Trigonometry, cc. I to 5 excl. 
Instruction in the theory and use of logarithmic tables 1s 
given in connection with Plane Trigonometry. 
Qtomparatil:Jt ioolDgp 
A Study of the Animal Types. Vertebrata, Arthropoda, 
Vermes, Echinodermata, Coelenterata, Protozoa.-Sketching. 
Two periods per week for two terms . 
.tlfm~ics 
FouRTH YEAR. (Four period .) 
~istorp 
FmsT YEAR. (Two periods.) 
Oriental and Grecian History. Text-book: Morey's Out-
lines of Ancient History. 
SECOND YEAR. (Two periods.) 
History of Rome. Text-book: Morey's Outlines of Ancient 
History 
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THIRD YEAR. (Two periods.) 
History of the United States. 
Text-books: Montgomery's History of the United States, 
and Macy's Lessons in Civil Government. 
FouRTH YEAR. (Two period .) 
Guggenberger's History of the Christian Era. 
~!:locution 
One period a week throughout the four-years' course. 
tltriobs- or «:lass ~ours in ~ca'btmic (J!)igb ~cbool) 1!ltpartmtnt 
1 Year 2 Year 3 rear 4 rear 
Latin ... ..... ........ 9 5 5 5 
Greek . . ... ... .. ..... - 5 5 5 
English . ... .. . . ..... . 5 5 5 5 
Mathematics ......... . 5 5 (I Eloc.) 5 (I Eloc.) 5 ( I Eloc.) 
History ... , . , .... . ... 2 2 2 2 
Elocution ......... . .. 1 (I pPr.ofMath.) (1 per.ofMath.) ( I per.ofMath.) 
Christian Doctrine .... 2 (J{-hr.) 2 (J{-hr.) 2 ( ~-hr. ) 2 (J{-hr.) 
Physics . .. . .. .. .. ... . - - - .. 
Zoology .............. '--- - 2 -
Physical Geography . . - 2 - -
German . ............. 2 2 2 -
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€atalogue of ~tubentg 
2Ica'bemp ()Qigb ~cbool)-jf ourtb ~ear 
Becka, Francis L. 
Carrabine, Martin I. 
Cowan, ]. Loren 
Cullinan, Martin I. 
Denncrle, George M. 
Dunne, William 
·Hildebrandt, Robert ]. 
Hill, Charles F. 
Hovorka, I• rank T. 
Jig, Alphonse ]. 
Kaehni, William L. 
Keane, William A. 
Kcgg, John W. 
Klafczynski, Bruno R. 
Kleber, August ]. 
Kralik, John J. 
Lamb, Raymond L. 
Latchford, ]. Sherman 
Litzler. Louis t\. 
i\falecck. Edward C. 
l\I ontgomery, Robert L. 
l\lurphy, Albert J. 
:\ orton, Harry A. 
Quinli,·an, Thomas P. 
Sazima, Joseph A. 
Schclosky, Edmund P. 
Sccholzer, Adolph M. 
mrcina, Edmund F. 
Spink, Lynn V. 
uebbing, Edmund ]. 
C rmctz, Carl Raymond 
Valvoda, Charles F. 
Weigler, Joseph F. 
~bir'b ~tar-tBibision § 
Black, Victor E. 
Brucker, Frank A. 
Bungart, Aloysius A. 
Catalano, Leo C. 
Chambers, Thomas P. 
Coughlin, Lawrence W. 
Cull itan, John P. 
Kikel, Edward A. 
Lawless, Thomas 
Lynch, Joseph D. 
McBrien, Edward F. 
~fcGraw, Edward W. 
l\1adigan, John F. 
~laloney, Daniel 
l\lellert, Lawrence J 
Murphy, William Joseph 
l\furray, Edwin J. 
:\ewton, Daniel E. 
O'Donnell, Harry E. 
Sommer, Andrew 
Stevenson, Francis }. 
Brickel, Arthur C. ]. 
Burke, Patrick T . 
Cihak, Charles F. 
~birb !lear-:iDibision li 
Heidlberg, Joseph A. 
Kalina, Wenceslas 
Loftus, Arthur 
Murphy, William J ohn 
:\ ovak, George 
Filak, Andrew 
Fitzgibbon, John T. 
Foerstner, Stephen J. 
Gara, William E. 
Gerhardstein, Herman }. 
Gibbons, William L. 
Hamilton, Paul 
l\ unn, Charles 
Sroub, Wencesla E. 
Steiger, Raymond J. 
Warth, George L. 
Wasmer, John C. 
Zeleznik, Valerian ]. 
4t 
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Bilek, James 
~econb !Jear-:lQibision ~ 
Lavell e, J oseph 
Bobal, George 
Cousins, Clement B. 
Doran, Thomas J . 
Finucan, George 
F ish, Schuyler ]. 
Fowler, Walter 
Gaffney, Richard ]. 
Ga llagher, Ralph A. 
Hynes, Martin 
Keefe, William ]. 
Kirby, Edmund A. 
Kirby, Francis E . 
Kleinhenz, J oseph ?If. 
Kratky, Julius A. 
Lavell e, 1\Iartin 
L'Estrange, William L. 
:-1c arthy, James T. 
J\lcDonnell. John 
~ r a rvan, Thomas 
l\1 eehan, George ~. 
Pelouch, J oseph 
Perm , Louis J. 
Radcl iffe, Leo 
Simmerly, Herbert 
Slowey, James F . 
Smith, IT nry M. 
Sommer, Louis 
Wiegand, Alphonse ]. 
§S>econ'tl !_}ear- :lQibision jS 
Badarzyn ki, Adam 
Baldwin, Don W. 
Bartoszewski, Bole las ]. 
Brennan, Franci M. 
Burke, ]. Clayton 
Cowan, Thomas 
Craft, Raymond E. 
Frederick, Harold 
Gallagher, J a me 
Gilbride, Aloysius 
'";lavich, J oseph B. 
Gray, Raymond ]. 
Grega, Charles 
Gromond, Zolton L. 
Hannibal, J olm 
lJ olan, Cha rl es 
1 [0\·ancsck, Joseph 
johanek, Frank 
Jones, Raymond 
Kaehni, Frank 
Kirchner, Victor J . 
lane, Frank D. 
1\ f;:dara , Edward 
O'Brien, \Villiam Jennings 
Paucr, tanislas 
Pfundstein, Frederick 
Raimer, Raymond 
Raynor, Charles A. 
Regner, Leo 
Snyder, Julius J . 
\A/alsh, Willi am M. 
jfirst !Jear- jl)ibision ~ 
Bell, Harold ]. 
Bend ell, Miles ]. 
Bouille, Lawrence 
Brichacek, Frank 
Briggs, Robert 
Caldwell, Elmer 
Deighan, Charles 
Feighan, J oseph 
Fronek, Anthony 
Fu rst, Ernest 
George, Edwin ]. 
Girard, Jules 
Kawolunas, Joseph 
Kleinschnitz, Andrew J, 
Lawlor, Edward 
Lynch, Paul 
McKean, 'Edward ]. 
Weber, John 
i\fachovina, Ralph 
::\Ioore, Raymond F. 
Murphy, John 
Murray, Thomas 
Olinsky, J ohn F. 
Peter, J ohn 
Riley, E mmett 
Riley, • orman 
Roth, Herbert 
Shannon, Edward F. 
Smith, Leo 
Snell, J oseph D. 
Sprenc, Paul C. · 
Stupj an sky, John 
Te Pas, Paul 
Vevera, James 
Walsh, Frank 
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Bender, Philip J. 
Boghos, Paul 
Buck, John D. 
Carmody, William J. 
Dacek, Raymond 
Donegan, Denis A. 
Gallagher, Daniel 
Garvey, Leo T. 
Haggerty, Patrick 
Hodous, Edward ]. 
ll reha, George 
Kaminski, Julius 
Kegg, Francis 
Kiewel, Walter]. 
Kleinhenz, Francis 
Klika, Charles F. 
Kocour, James L. 
Carey, Arthur 
Carney, Edward T. 
Czech, Peter 
Dowdell, William J. 
Finucan, Raymond M. 
Gallagher, John E. 
Hill, Albert 
J acubec, Andrew 
Kidney, Edward T. 
Krupinsky, Walter 
McDonnell, Edward 
jfirst ,!ear-1.9ibis ion 18 
Koconr, Rudolph C. 
Kozak, John 
McGraw, George 
Madden, Eugene F. 
Mahoney, Sylvester 
:.1alak, Emund 
Mantkowski, Frank 
Patton, Cornelius 
Roach, Melvin J. 
Sands, Harry 
Schaefer, John 
Schoepe, Frank 
Sikorski, Robert 
Spencer, John 
Stastny, Raymond 
Steuer, Clement 
Surtz, Francis M. 
Uhrich, ]. William 
jfirst ~tar-·:tDibision ({ 
Mally, James 
:..ioran, Edward 
Motley, Arthur W. 
O'Brien, Lester 
0'1'\eill, James 
Sigler, Leo 
Smith, Webb 
Malak, Edmund 
Uhlir, Wenceslas 
Vantuch, Michael 
Wagner, Cletus 
Westropp Russell 
43 
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~cabemic (J){JJb ~cbool) lQri?t!) 
«:ontt~t~ in ~locution 
The Gold l edal in the First cct ion, First and Second Academics, 
was won by 
]0 EPH D. LYNCJI. 
Donors of 1edal: Mis,es Emma and Kathryn Smith. 
The Gold 1fedal in the Second Section, Third Academic, 
wa won by 
WILLIAM A. L'ESTR GE. 
Donor of Medal: Theodore A. Weed, M.D. 
The Gold Medal in the Third Section, Fourth Academic, 
was won by 
RAYMOND F. DACEK 
Donor of Iedal : Rev. Francis ]. Hroch. 
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jf tut ~tabtmit-jf ourtf) !,}tar 
The Gold Medal for the highest averag~ in the collective branches of the 
class was mented by 
CHARLES F. HILL, 9{).8. 
Donor of Medal: Rev. Casimir Reichlin. 
FIRST HONORS: 
Edmund F. Smrcina, 95-5 George M. Dennerle, 94.6 
Martin I. Carrabine, 94.6 William Kaehni, 92.5 
Louis A. Litzler, 90 
SECOND HONORS: 
Edmund B. Uebbing, 88 John Kralik, 86 
Harry A. :\ orton, 87 
Class Standiug. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. LATIN. 
First: Charles F. Hill First: Edmund F. Smrcina 
Next in Merit: Edmund F. Smrcina ::--Jext in Merit: Charles F. Hill 
George M. Dennerle George M. Dennerle 
Martin I. Carrabine :\Iartin I. Carrabine 
GREEK. E:-IGT.ISH PRECEPTS. 
First: Charles F . Hill First: Edmund F. Smrcina 
ext in Merit: Edmund F. Smrcina :\!ext in :\ferit: Charles F. Hill 
Martin I. Carrabine 
George M. Dennerle 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
Fir t: Martin I. Carrabine 
Next in Merit: Louis A. Litzler 
Francis Hovorka 
George M. Dennerle 
MATHEMATICS. 
First: Charles F. Hill 
Next in Merit: William Kaehni 
Edmund F. Smrcina 
George M. Dennerle 
Martin I. Carrabine 
William Kaehni 
HISTORY. 
First: Charles F. Hill 
Next in Merit: Edmund F. Smrcina 
Louis A. Litzler 
George M. Dennerle 
PHYSICS. 
First: George M. Dennerle 
Next in Merit: Charles F. Hill 
Edmund F. Smrcina 
Martin I. Carrabine 
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The Gold fedal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
etas was merited by 
THOM S P. CHAMBERS, g6. 
Aloysius A. Bungart, 95 
Lawrence W. Coughlin, 94 
Joseph D. Lynch, 93 
FIRST HO ORS : 
Thomas }. Lawles , 92 
Edward Kikel, 9r 
Edward W. fcGraw, 9I 
Andrew Sommer, 90 
Harry E. O'Donnell , 87 
Frank A. Brucker, 87 
CHRJSTIAN DOCTRINE. 
F ir t: Thomas P . Chambers 
SECO '0 HONORS : 
Class 
Edward l'. i\IcBrien, 85 
Victor E. Black, 85 
tanding. 
LATIN. 
Fir t: Thoma P. Chambers 
Next in Merit: Aloysius A. Bungart Next in Merit: Aloysius A. Bungar t 
Edward \V. McGraw Thomas J. Lawless 
Lawrence W. Coughlin Lawrence W. Coughlin 
GREEK. E GUSH PRECEPTS. 
First: Thomas P. Chambers First: Lawrence W. Coughlin 
ext in Merit: Aloysius A. Bungart Next in Merit: Aloysiu A. Bungart 
Joseph D. Lynch Thomas P. Chamber 
Edward \V. McGraw Jo eph D. Lynch 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. HISTORY. 
F irst: Lawrence W. Coughlin First: Thomas P. Chambers 
Next in Merit: Edward F. McBrien 1\ext in Merit: Aloysius A. Bungart 
Aloysius A. Bungart Joseph D. Lynch 
Edwin J. Murray Edward W. McGraw 
MATHEMATICS. 
F irst: Thomas }. Lawle s 
ext in Meri t: 
Lawrence W. Cough li n 
Edward Kikel 
Aloysius A. Bunga rt 
ZOOLOGY. 
First: T homas P. Chambers 
1\ext in Merit: And rew Sommer 
W illiam J. Murphy 
Aloysius A. Bunga rt 
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&tconb ~cabtmic- ( m:uirb ~tar )-jBibt~ton jS 
The Gold Medal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
class was merited by 
WENCESLAS SROUB, 94.6. 
Donor of Medal: Rev. Anthony Hynek. 
FJRST HONORS: 
Valerian Zeleznik, 93-4 Joseph Heidlberg, 90.8 
Andrew Filak, 89 
Raymond Steiger, 89 
George Warth, 88 
William John 11Iurphy, 90 
SECOND HONORS: 
Arthur Brickel, 86 
W enceslas Kalina, 86 
George ~ ovak, 85 
John Fitzgibbon, 85 
Class Standing. 
CHR!STJAN !JOCTR!NE. EXGLISH COMPOSITION. 
First: Wenceslas Sroub 
Next in Merit: Andrew Filak 
William John Murphy 
Raymond Steiger 
GRl'.J.:t<. 
First: Wenceslas Sroub 
Next 1!1 Merit: Valerian Zeleznik 
Andrew Filak 
Joseph Heidlberg 
LATIN. 
First: Wenceslas Sroub 
Next in Merit: Valerian Zeleznik 
Joseph Heidlberg 
George ::-Jovak 
E 'GLISH PRECEPTS. 
First: Wenceslas Sroub 
Next in Merit: Raymond Steiger 
Joseph Heidlberg 
Valerian Zeleznik 
First: Raymond Steiger 
~ext in Merit: Wenceslas Sroub 
Valerian Zeleznik 
J ohn Fitzgibbon 
William Gara 
MATHEMATICS. 
First: W enceslas Sroub 
t\ext 111 Merit: Valerian Zeleznik 
Raymond Steiger 
HISTORY. 
First: Raymond Steiger 
X ext in Merit: Wenceslas Sroub 
George Warth 
William Murphy 
ZOOLOGY. 
First: George Warth 
:\fext in Merit: Valerian Zeleznik 
Stephen Foerstner 
Andrew Filak 
,. 
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il!:birb ~cabemic-(~econb !lear)-Jlibi~ion ~ 
The Gold Medal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
class was merited by 
TH01JAS ]. DORA T, 98. 
FIRST HONORS : 
Edmund Kirby, 94 
Louis }. Perme, 93 
Walter }. Fowler, 90 
J. Richard Gaffney, 90 
Joseph M. Kleinhenz, 90 
SECOND HONORS: 
Alphonse ]. Wiegand, 89 
John McDonnell, 87 
Ralph A. Gallagher, 87 
William ]. Keefe, 86 
Schuyler ]. Fish, 85 
Class 
CHRl TIAN DOCTRINE. 
Fir t and Equal: Henry i\J. Smith 
Thomas }. Doran 
Next in i-ferit:]. Richard Gaffney 
Alphonse}. Wiegand 
Edmund Kirby 
GREEK. 
Fir t: Thomas }. Doran 
1ext in Merit: Louis ]. Perme 
Alphon c ]. Wiegand 
ENGLISH COMPO ITJON. 
First and Equal: Edmund Kirby 
Walter ]. Fowler 
Thomas ]. Doran 
MATHEMATICS. 
First: Thomas ]. Doran 
Next in Merit: ]. Richard Gaffney 
] oseph 11. Kleinhenz 
tandi11g. 
LATIN. 
First: Thomas }. Doran 
-:-\ext in Merit: Louis]. Perme 
Edmund Kirby 
ENGLTS II PRECEPTS. 
Fir t: Thomas }. Doran 
'ext in Merit: Walter}. Fowler 
Louis }. Perme 
HISTORY. 
First: Thomas ]. Doran 
-:-\ext in Merit: Ralph A. Gallagher 
Edmund Kirby 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 
First: Henry M. Smith 
-:-\ext in Merit: Louis Sommer 
Alphon e ]. Wiegand 
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'QI:birb ~cabtmic-(~tconb !ltar)-J)tbi~ion ~ 
The Gold Medal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
class was merited by 
RAYMO 'D]. GRAY, 97. 
Raymond E. J. Craft, g6 
Charles Holan, g6 
Edward Madaras, 94 
Charles Raynor, 93 
FIRST HONORS : 
Julius Snyder, 92 
James M. Gallagher, 91 
Frank ]. Kaehni, 91 
Francis Johanck, 90 
SECOND HONORS: 
Joseph B. Glavich, 8g Leo ]. Regner, 88 
Aloysius Gilbride, 8s. 
Class Standiug. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. 
First: Raymond ]. Gray 
Next in Merit: Charles Holan 
James M. Gallagher 
Julius Snyder 
GREEK. 
First: Raymond E. ]. Craft 
Next in Merit: Charles Holan 
Raymond ]. Gray 
Francis J ohanek 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
LATIN. 
First: Charlc Holan 
l\ ext in Merit : Raymond E. J. Craft 
Raymond ]. Gray 
Edward Madaras 
EXGLISH PRECEPTS. 
First: Charles Holan 
!\ext in Merit: Raymond E.]. Craft 
Raymond ]. Gray 
Edward Madaras 
HISTORY. 
Fir t: Charles Holan Fir · t: Raymond ]. Gray 
Next in Merit: James M. Gallagher l\ext in Merit: Charles Holan 
Raymond E. ]. Craft Julius Snyder 
Edward Madaras Raymond E. ]. Craft 
MATHEMATICS. 
First: Raymond E. ]. Craft 
ext in Merit: Charles Holan 
Raymond ]. Gray 
Frank J. Kaehni 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 
First: Julius Snyder 
1\ ext in Merit: Raymond E. ]. Craft 
Raymond ]. Gray 
Edward Madaras 
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~ourtf) ~cabtmic-(_:fir~t ~tar)-:IBibi~fon ~ 
The Gold Medal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
class was merited by 
JOSEPH FEIGHA , 95. 
FIRST HONORS : 
Ernest Furst, 94 
Joseph Kawolunas, 93 
Frank Brichacek, 92 
Herbert Roth, 92 
Edward Shannon, 92 
Frank Wal h, 9l 
Paul Te Pas, 90 
SECOND HONORS : 
John Peter, 88 
Ralph Machovina, 87 
Leo Smith, 87 
John lurphy, 86 
James Vevera, 86 
Raymond Moore, 85 
Class Sta11di11g. 
CHRTSTIA DOCTRINE. LATIN. 
First and Equal: Herbert Roth Fir t: Joseph Kawolunas 
Edward Shannon :\ext in Merit: Jo eph Feighan 
Next in Merit: Ralph Machovina Frank Brichacek 
James V ever a 
ENGLISH PRECEPTS. 
First: Joseph Feighan 
Next in 1erit: Paul Te Pas 
Frank Brichacek 
Ernest Fur t 
HISTORY. 
First: Ernest Furst 
ext in Merit: Joseph Feighan 
Joseph Kawolunas 
Frank Walsh 
Ernest Furst 
ENGLI H COMPOSLTION. 
First: Paul Te Pas 
Next in Merit: Erne t Furst 
11iles Bendell 
Joseph Feighan 
MATHEMATICS. 
Fir t: Frank Walsh 
X ext in Merit: Frank Brichacek 
Ernest Furst 
Herbert Roth 
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~ourtb acabtmic-(jfirst ~tar)-~ibi~ion ~ 
The Gold Medal for the highest average in the collective branches of the 
class was merited by 
EDWARD ]. HODOUS, 98. 
FIRST HONORS: 
Prancis M. Surtz, 94 
Cornelius I. Patton, 93 
Robert Sikorski, 92 
Raymond P. Dacek, 9I 
Daniel F. Gallagher, 90 
James L. Koeour, 90 
John A. Kozak, 90 
John C. Schaefer, 90 
SECOND HONORS : 
Patrick Haggerty, 8g 
Eugene F. Madden, 8g 
Rudolph C. Koeour, 88 
Denis A. Donegan, 88 
Clement E. Steuer, 86 
George McGraw, 85 
Class Standi11g. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. 
First: Edward J. Hodous 
Next in Merit: John C. Schaefer 
James L. Kocour 
Francis M. Surtz 
LATIN. 
First: Robert Sikorski 
Next in Merit: Edward ]. Hodous 
James L. Kocour 
Cornelius I. Patton 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
First: Cornelius I. Patton 
ext in Merit: Edward ]. Hodous 
Francis M. Surtz 
Daniel F. Gallagher 
ENGLISH PRECEPTS. 
First: Edward ]. Hodous 
Next in Merit: Cornelius I. Patton 
Daniel F. Gallagher 
Patrick Haggerty 
HISTORY. 
First: Edward J. Hodous 
0:"ext in Merit: Raymond F. Dacek 
Francis M. Surtz 
Denis A. Donegan 
MATHEMATICS. 
First: Edward ]. Hodous 
);"ext in Merit: Francis M. Surtz 
Robert Sikorski 
Cornelius I. Patton 
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The Gold :\ledal for the highest ave rage in the collect ive branches of the 
class was merited by 
EDWARD McD0:--.1.:--;ELL, 96. 
Andrew Jacubec, 95 
Leo Sigler, 95 
.Albert Hill, 8g 
Raymond M. F inucan, 88 
FIRST HO ORS: 
Arthur W . Motley, 92 
Michael Vantuch, 91 
James 0' eill, 90. 
ECOND HO ORS : 
James lVlally, 87 
W enceslas Uhlir, 86 
Cletus W agner, 86 
Class Sta11ding. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRI NE. LATIN. 
First: Andrew Jacubec 
Next in Merit: Michael Vantuch 
Albert Hill 
Edward :McDonnell 
ENGLISH PRECEPTS. 
Pi rst: Edward McDonnell 
ext in Merit: Andrew Jac.ubec 
Michael Vantuch 
A rthur W. Motley 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
First: Edward McDonnell First: Edward McDonnell 
Next in Merit: Arthur W. Motley 1\ext in Merit: Raymond M . Finuean 
Andrew J acubec John E. Gallagher 
James Mally Arthur W. Motley 
HISTORY. MATHEMATICS. 
First : Edward McDonnell Fir t: Arthur IN. Motley 
1 ext in Merit: Raymond M. Finucan ~ext in Merit: Andrew Jacubec 
Arthur W. Motley Edward McDonnell 
Albert Hill 1ichael Vantuch 
THIRD YEAR. 
First: Frank Kaehni 
Second : Joseph M. Kleinhenz 
FIRST YEAR-DIVISION A. 
First : J oseph Feighan 
Second : Joseph Kawolunas 
®trman 
. ECOND YEAR. 
First: Raymond E. Craft 
Second: Valerian ]. Zeleznik 
FIRST YEAR-DI\'ISION B. 
First: Edward McDonnell 
Second : Edward ]. Hodous 
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~lumni anb ~tubtnt£S' ®rgani?ation£i 
mbt ~lumni ~~~ociation 
The Alumni Association of St. Ignatius College was organ-
ized in the spring of 1903 and has for its object, "to keep up 
the friendship of college days, to promote Catholic education 
and to further the interests of the College." The Association 
holds an annual meeting about the time of the College Com-
mencement, and other business and social meetings at the call 
of the Executive Committee. It has founded the Alumni Medal 
for the best historical essay presented by a student of the Fresh-
man or Sophomore class. 
~xtcutibt ~ommitttt 
Rev. John B. Furay, S. J ................. ... ..... President of the College 
Joseph A. Schlitz ..... . ........................................ President 
Rev. ]. M. Hanley .... . ........ . .. .. ........ ..... ... First Vice-President 
Rev. Hubert LeBlond ...... . .. .... ............ . ... Second Vice-President 
Benjamin Ling ................................................ Secretary 
J ames Faragher ............... .. ....... ... .. . ... .. ........ . .. Treasurer 
Rev. Joseph Trainor. .......................... . ............... Historian 
Rev. John E. Casey ........... . ................................ Chaplain 
Rev. James A. McFadden Robert Gribben 
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gs,obalitie~ of 1Ebe ~le~~eb Virgin 
The object of the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin is to foster 
in the students an earnest religious spirit, and especially a tender 
devotion to the Mother of God. 
~obalitp of tbe ~nnunciation of 1::bt JSiesstb Vir~:tin :mat!' 
SENIOR STUDENTS. 
Established February 2, 1891. 
Rev. Richard D. Slevin, S.]., Director. 
OFFICERS. 
First Term. Seco11d Term. 
Harry M. O'Brien.. . .. .. ...... Prefect ........... . . Harry M. O'Brien 
W encesla A. Slaby. . . . ( 
Paul ]. Preusser ....... ~ · · · · 
Victor J. Walsh ............. . 
Raymond A. Dempsey. -~ 
Bernard J. McKeon .... 
Charles W. McDonough 
Francis J. McGlynn ... . 
Joseph A. Bodnar ..... . 
James ]. Duffy ..... . .. . J · · · · 
John F. Gallagher ..... . 
Harry A. Nor ton .. ... . 
Martin I. Carrabine ... . 
Jo eph A. Sazima ..... . 
Assistants . ... ~ .......... Victor Walsh 
1 .... Wenceslas A. Slaby 
Secretary .. . ..... .. Bernard J. McKeon 
Consultors .... 
.... :Maurice M. Murphy 
. .... Raymond A. Des son 
.... Andrew J. Roshetko 
. ..... Frank P. Brennan 
. ....... James ]. Duffy 
... William L. J. Newton 
. ... Martin I. Carrabine 
. ...... Louis A. Litzler 
. ... George M. Dennerle 
Joseph G. Brady... . . . . . . . . . . Sacristan ........... Thomas I. Gaffney 
Alvin 0. Sibila .... . ........ ... Organist .... . ... . ....... Alvin 0. Sibila 
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~obalitp of ~be .lrmmarulate Qtonception 
J UN !OR STUDENTS. 
Establi bed February 26, 1909. 
Rev. Augustine J. Ruffing, S. J.. Director. 
OFFICERS. 
First Term. Second Term. 
Aloysius Bungart...... . . . . . . . P refect ......... . .... Aloysius Bungart 
Joseph D. Lynch ........... . First Assistant. . ........ . . Joseph D. Lynch 
Wenceslas Sroub .. .. . ..... Second Assistant .. . ..... . .. . . Edmund Kirby 
Edmund K irby . . .............. Secretary .. .. . ... . ..... Wenceslas Sroub 
Lawrence W. Coughlin . .... . . Treasurer ... . . . . Lawrence W . Coughlin 
James M. Gallagher .... ( 
11Iartin Hynes .... . .... . I · · · · 
Sacristans . . . . I · · · ·I ames M. Gallagher 
~ .......... Martin Hynes 
Thomas J. Doran .. ... . } 
Walter J .Fowler ...... . 
Joseph lieidlberg ... . .. . 
Raymond Gray . .. .. ... . 
I 
...... Thomas J. Doran 
Consultors . . . . . .. . ... Walter J. Fowler 
. .... . . J oseph Heidlberg 
. .... .... Raymond Gray 
~bt ~o~tlt~bip of l}raper in Jteague tnitb tbt ~atrtb ~tart 
The Apostleship of P rayer in League with the Sacred Heart 
is a world-wide organization, of which there exists in the College 
a distinct and duly-erected Local -Center, with membership open 
to all the students. The object of the association is to foster 
a manly and practical devotion to the Sacred Hear~ of our Lord 
and its interests in the world, and to put in practice the law of 
universal charity by mutual prayer for the intentions of all Asso-
ciates. 
REv. WILLIAM F. HENDRIX, S. J., Director. 
s6 S T. lcN.\TfL' S Cou. t:GE. Cr.EVELI\Nn 
~be ~enior J)ebating ~ocietp 
The Society affords opportunity for acquiring skill in the 
art of speaking, gives much useful information to its members 
and develops in them a taste for literary studies. The usual exer-
cises at the weekly meetings are the reading of original essays 
and the discussion of subjects of debate approved by the Mod-
erator. 
Rc:v. JAMES J. DoYLE, S. J., Moderator. 
OFFICERS. 
First Trr111. Saond Term. 
Alvin 0 . Sibila............... President . ... ...... l\faurice 1\f. Murphy 
Frank C. B.rennan ........... Vice-P resident .. . ..... . ..... Paul C. Smith 
Maurice M. Murphy.......... ec reta ry . .. ... ........ Victor J. Walsh 
Raymond A. Des son.. ....... . Treasurer .. . ........... John J. Meehan 
~be 3f unior 1ltbating ~ocittp 
The object of this Society is to foster a taste for literature 
and to enable its members to acquire ease and facility in compo-
sition and in argumentative peaking. Debates, original essays 
and poems form the programme for the meetings, which are held 
every two weeks. The matter taken up in these meetings is a 
preparation for the more advanced work done in the Senior 
Debating Society. 
Moderator ... . .. . . . .. .. . . .............. .. . Rev. William F . Hendrix, S. J. 
President ......... ..... ..................... . ........ Martin I. Carrabine 
Vice-President. ........................................ August ]. Kleber 
Secretary ............. .. ................. .. ............ Harry A. Norton 
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mue ~tubents JLibrarp 
The object of the Library is to foster a taste for good and 
useful reading. 
The Circulation Department, accessible to all students, com-
prises over three thousand five hundred volumes of choice litera-
ture, carefully selected with a view to the needs of the college 
students. Books are issued on all school days. 
In the Reading Rooms, the leading Catholic journals and 
magazines, together with valuable works of reference, are placed . 
at the service of the students, thus affording them ample oppor-
tunity of becoming acquainted with the current news, and of 
forming sound opinions upon important questions of the day. 
The Reading Rooms are open daily from 12 to 12:45 P. M. 
MR. STEPHEN J. OsoosA, S. ].. Director. 
First T erm. 
Martin I. Carrabine ..... . ... . 
William J. Murphy ..... } 
Lawrence W. Coughlin. 
Arthur }. Brickel.... .. . · · · · 
Francis }. Stevenson .. . 
E. Thomas Brigham ... . 
OFFICERS. 
President 
Librarians 
Second Term. 
.... .. .... 1\fartin I. Carrabine 
{ 
.. . . . William }. Murphy 
.. ...... Victor E. Black 
· · · · . . J. Sherman Latchford 
. Lawrence vV. Coughlin 
. ...... Arthur }. Brickel 
mue §t\J(dit §ssotiation 
By means of this Association encouragement is given its 
members to acquire the physical development requisite for con-
sistent work in the classroom. Those only are permitted to play 
on a representative team who have attained proficiency in the 
various branches of the curriculum. 
Moderator .. . .................. . ............ . 1\Ir. Thomas }. Moore, S. J, 
President. ...... . ................................... Maurice M. Murphy 
Vice-President. ....................... . ................... John A. Filak 
Secretary and Treasurer ........... . ................. Bernard }. McKeon 
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~banksgibing 7Da!' QCdebration 
PROGRAMME. 
Piano- ational Airs ......... . . ...... . ... .. .... . .... Raymond A. Des son 
Address ..... . .............. . ..... . .. ... ......... Bernard J . McKeon, '13 
Declamation-" Star Spangled Banner" .... ... .... Maurice M. Murphy, '13 
"America" ....... .. .. . ...................... . ... . ..... . Students' Chorus 
UlaSbington's jiirtbbap €debration 
PROGRAMME 
"Yachting Glee" ............... . . . ..................... College Glee Club 
Address-"Character of Washington" .. ... .. ....... Harry M. O'Brien, '13 
M · s · ~ John Schaefer, Violin us1cal electiOns by . .. . .. ............ . ...... . P hilip A. Scully, Piano 
Remarks by the Reverend President 
"America" .... ..... ...... .... .. ...... . ... Glee Club and Students' Chorus 
:Jf irst llublic 7Disputation 
;December 2 1, 1912 
~bilosopbp q[(ass 
PROGRAMME. 
I. Essay-"1Iodern Idealism" .. ......... . ........ . . . .... Paul J. Preusser 
2. Discussion on Epistemology ...... ........ .. I Wenceslas A. Slaby, De£. 
( John A. F ilak, Obj . 
J. Essay-"The Natural Law" .... ... .... .. ... ....... Raymond A. Desson 
D. · · E 1 · ~ Alvin 0 Sibila De£ 4· ISCUSS!On 111 t 11CS. • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • . • ' . Bernard J. McKeon, Obj. 
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I. EPISTEMOLOGY. 
r. The Reliability of Consciousness cannot be denied or questioned 
without falling into Uni versal Scepticism. 
2. The perceptions of our External Senses lead to true certitude about 
the existence of bodies. 
3· The objective val idi ty of Ideas cannot and need not be proved; 
Transcendental Idealism necessarily leads to Universal Scepticism. 
4. Deductive Reasoning, when materially and formally correct, is an 
infallible means for arriving at certitude and for acquiring new knowledge. 
s. Incomplete Induction, when made according to its laws, furnishes 
certainty. 
6. The consent of mankind in questions relating to the moral and social 
order cannot be erroneous. 
7. Human Testimony can be a source of correct and certain knowledge 
about contemporary events. 
8. Oral Tradition produces certitude about sensible, public and im-
portant facts of the past, if it reaches up to the event itself, is widely 
spread in every generation and always consistent in its substantial features. 
It is possible in certain cases to prove that these conditions are fulfilled. 
!). Historical Documents are a source of correct and reliable informa-
tion about events of the past, if it can be proved that they are authentic, 
preserved in substantial integrity, understood correctly, and that the aut~or 
is reliable. Moreover, it is possible in certain cases to show that these 
conditions are fulfilled. 
10. The last criterion of truth is Objective Evidence. 
II. GENERAL ETHICS. 
I. The Eternal Law, in as far as it concerns man, is made known to 
the human race by the creation of human reason. 
2. The Eternal Law thus made known and commonly called the Natural 
Law is universal and unchangeable. 
3. Every man must apply this law to the individual actions and 
omissions of his life by using his reason and this dictate of reason, com-
monly called Conscience, must be obeyed whenever it is certain, even 
though it be invincibly erroneous. 
4. :Man is never permitted to act with a practical doubt of conscience. 
s. If it is impossible to arrive at direct certitude about one's duty in 
the individual case, one is obliged to choose the safer course whenever 
besides liceity another end must be obtained. 
6. In ca es of mere liceity man is permitted to choose either of the 
two contradictory opinions concerning the existence of an obligation, 
provided both are truly probable, even though the opinion asserting the 
existence of an obligation is more probable. 
7. Though Right as a rule is enforcible, enforcibility does not consti-
tute its essence. 
8. Only a rational being can be the owner of rights. Every rational 
being by his very nature is endowed with certain rights which are inde-
pendent of any positive law. 
g. The Juridical Order is a part of the Moral Order. 
10. ViYiscction is not immoral when certain conditions are observed. 
ST. Ic:-~ATIUS CoLLEGE, CLEVELA N D 
~econb l}ublic J)isputation 
J!)tlb in bonor of ~t. m:bomas ~quinas 
;fflarcb 7tb, 1913 
PROGRAMME. 
1. Essay-"The Stream of T hought Theory" .. . ...... W enceslas A. Slaby 
D . · .. f 1 · { Maurice M. Murphy, Def. 2. ISCUSSIOn on n ' etap 1ys1c . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l-'" M. O'B · Ob' .1arry . nen, J. 
3· E say-"The Social Question" ..... . .. ..... ........... Paul ] . Preusser 
D. · · E 1 · ~ Raymond A. Dempsey, Dcf. 4· ISCUSSIOn 111 • t 11CS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d D Ob' Rayman A. esson, J. 
1. GENERAL MET A PHYSICS. 
1. The Notion of Being is contracted in every other positive idea, but 
not by metaphysical composition. 
2. The Notion o f Being can be predicated about God and creature, 
substance and accidents only in an analogous sense, and the analogy in 
these case i one of intrinsic attribution. 
3· Intrinsic po sibility is based neithe1· on the existence of created 
beings nor on the power, nor on the will of God. 
4· Intrinsic P ossibility has for its ultimate int rinsic reason the nature 
of the notes or elements constituting a being, for its ultimate extrinsic 
reason the Divine Essence in as fa r as 1t is imitable. 
s. Against the Philosophy of Universal Identity it is to be said that 
every real being, whether actual or only possible, mu t be an individual. 
The Principle of J ndividuation is physically identical with the entity of 
the individual. 
6. Against the Pan-phenomenalists and the Pragmatists the objective 
validity o f the concept of Substance can be proved from internal and 
external experience. 
7. The )J' otion of P ersonali ty is based on evident experience; but the 
same experience disproves the a-called Stream of Thought Theory. 
8. Accident possessing a reality really distinct from that of the 
substance exist in the physical order. 
g. The Concept of Efficient Cause is based on internal and external 
experience. 
ro. The Principle of Causality is analytic, absolutely certain and 
universal. 
II. ETHICS. 
RIGHT AND PROPERTY. 
I. A Right is "per se" enforcible; however enforcibility and the 
actual possibility of using coercion do not con titute its essence. 
2. Only rational being can possess rights; but all rational beings are 
by nature endowed with certain rights. 
3· By nature man is endowed with the right of acquiring perfect 
private ownership of material objects. 
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4· The Materialistic Conception of History which Carl Marx proposes 
in his defense of Socialism is absolutely wrong. 
s. The Theory of Value by which he endeavors to prove the injustice 
of the present economic system as based on private ownership in the 
means of production and distribution is untenable. 
6. Lasalle's Iron Law of Wages must be rejected. 
7. Socialists in vain try to defend their system by appealing to men's 
equal right to existence, the right to the fruit of one's labor and the 
right to work, and by imputing the present Social Evi l to the system of 
private ownership and private production as such. 
8. It is morally impossible successfully to maintain the Co-operative 
Commonwealth which Socialists advocate. 
g. While the worker has a natural right to a "fair" wage, which in 
the case of an adult means a "family wage," he cannot claim a natural 
right to a "working interest." 
10. First Occupancy is in itself a valid title for ownership. 
annual l}ti?t 1Dtbatt 
JUbrarp ~ubitorium .:!fulton 1\oab anb liribgt m,t. 
~buubap, ~ap 22, 1913 
PROGRAMME. 
Musical Selection 
Introductory Remarks .......... . ............ . .. Paul C. Smith, Chairman 
"Resolved, That Foreign Immigration to the United States should 
be further restricted by the impo ition of an Educational Test." 
First Affirmative ......... . ............ . ...... . ...... . ... James E. H allisy 
First Negative . .................. . ....................... Alvin 0. Sibila 
Second Affirmative ... . ........ . ............................... J ohn P olk 
Second Negative ................. . ........... ... .... Mau rice M. Mu rphy 
Musical Selection 
Rebuttals 
Musical Selection 
Decision 
JUDGES OF THE DEBATE. 
Dr. Will iam Manning Mr. Charles ]. Sheffield Mr. Joy S. Hu rd 
Musical Selections-
Violin ............... . ............................... J ohn Schae fer 
Piano .......................... . ...... . ............. Philip A. Scully 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGr:, CLEVELAND 
(:ontest in <flocution 
JLibrarp Qlubitorium, Wtbntsbap, ~ap 14, 1913 
PROGRAMME. 
College Capers-March ..... ...... ......... . ........ . .......... Zamecnik 
John Schaefer, Violin Lawrence J. Mellert, Cornet 
Philip A. Scully, Piano. 
SECfiON !-(FIRST HIGH). 
How He Saved the Garrison ............................. Daniel Gallagher 
The Polish Boy ...................................... Raymond F. Dacek 
Marmion and Douglas ..... ... ...... . ...... . .... ... .. .. .... Robert Briggs 
March of Our ation (Geibel) ..................... College Glee Club 
SECTION II-(SECOND HIGH). 
Mr. Brown's Hair Cut. ................................. Julius J. Snyder 
The Death of Laughing-Water .............. .... .. William A. L'Estrange 
Da Besta Frand ........................................ Edward Madaras 
The Vagabond . ........... ..... ....... .... ..... .... Joseph M. Kleinhenz 
Souvenir De Wienaw ki ..... .............. .... John Schaefer, Violin 
Philip A. Scully, Accompanist 
SEcrToN III-(THIRD A D FOURTH HIGH). 
Whisperin' Bill ...................................... Lawrence J. Mellert 
Orestes .......... . .... . ....... .. .. ... .............. ... ... John W . Kegg 
Gettysburg Address ....... ... .. ......... ....... ... ..... . Harry A. orton 
Parrhasius ....................... . .................. Stephen J . Foerstner 
Little Joey .............. ..... ........... ............... Joseph D. Lynch 
Little Cotton Dolly (Geibel) .......... ..... ........ College Glee Club 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT-(FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE). 
The Modern Cain ....................................... James J. Duffy 
The Deathbed ........................................ Francis]. McGlynn 
Jacques Dufour .......... ..... ............... ..... . ....... Paul C. Smith 
Clarence's Dream .................................... Farrell T. Gallagher 
Kerry Mills Potpourri ....................... Arr. by William Schultz 
John Schaefer, Violin Lawrence ]. Mellert, Cornet 
Philip A. Scully, Piano 
DECISIO OF JUDGES. 
JUDGES OF THE CONTEST. 
Rev. Thomas A. Kirby, D. D. Robert Fisher, LL. B. 
Armand ]. Prudhomme, M. D. 
Glee Club under the direction of Prof. R. M. Schneider. 
Sr. IGNATius CoLLEGE, CLEVELAND 
Qtontest in ~rato~ 
jfor tbe JLouis 3J. JLit?ler JMebal 
J)ecember ll, 1912, 8:15p. m. 
PROGRAMME. 
Piano Duet-"Czardas No.6" . ............. .. .................... . Millet 
Alvin 0. Sibila and Raymond A. Desson 
Education and Crime ....... . .... . ................... Farrell T. Gallagher 
Christopher Columbus .................................... James J. Duffy 
Recall of Judges .... . ...... . ........ . .. . ..... . ............ Alvin 0. Sibila 
Violin Solo-"Beautiful Blue Danube" . ...................... . Strauss 
Walter J. Kiewel 
Accompan ist, Raymond A. Desson 
The Navy ............................................ Oldr ic A. Mazanec 
Daniel O'Connell ....... . .................... . ......... J ohn F. Gallagher 
Piano Duet-"Morceaux Elegants" . . ...... . .......... . ............. Ostet~ 
Raymond A. Desson and Alvin 0. Sibila 
DECISIO~ OF JUDGES. 
JUDGES. 
Rev. James M. Han ley Mr. Joseph A. Schli tz, 'o6 
Mr. Ben jamin E. Ling, 'o8 
~wentp=~ebentb annual ({ommenument 
ji. of JL. \f. ~aU 
jfribap Qfbening, jJ'unt 20, 1912, 8:15p.m. 
P ROGRAMME. 
T he Edict of Milan . . . ......... . ................ . .... Maurice M. Murphy 
A Free Church- Valed ictory . ........ . ... .. ............. . . Alvin 0 . Sibila 
Conferring of Degrees. 
Award of P ri zes. 
Address to Graduates 
Hon. Maurice H. Donahue, Supreme Court of Ohio 
ORGAN SELECfiONS. 
Prof. R. M. Schneider. 
Distribution of Academy (High School) Prizes, J une 21, ro A. M., St. 
Mary's Hall. 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, CLEVELAND 
~eneral &ummarp 
College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Academy (High School) ............................................ 229 
Loyola High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 
Total ............................. . ........ .... ... . ........... 414 
§nnounument~ 
FOR 1913. 
Matriculation-Owing to the rush of new students immediately before the 
Fall Opening, parents are requested to enter their sons as soon as 
possible after August rs. Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m. 
Examiuoliou for Free Scholarships, open to all the parochial schools of 
Cleveland and Yicinity, on Saturday, June 21, at 9 a. m. 
Exominalious of Conditiot!l!d Students, 9 o'clock a. m.: Tuesday, August 
26, Latin, Greek, Physics and Chemistry; Wednesday, August 27, 
Mathematics, History, English, etc. 
Et~trance Examinatio11s will be held on Saturday, August 30, at 9 a. m. 
Fall Opening-Wedne day, September 3, 1913. 
